RMEx Version 3.2 – Revised June 15, 2013

THE FEATURES OF RMEX Versions 3.2 and 3.3
This document discusses our technology plans and the reasons behind RMEx
Versions 3.2 and 3.3. Our present version is 3.1 and this raises the obvious
question - Why are we talking about 3.3 when 3.2 is not available? RMEx 3.2
was to be the next major revision to be released around July 2013. Recent
changes in the industry have made it advantageous for our clients to receive
what we have already developed, taking a part of the upgrade now, and a part of
it in July. Our plan is to release Version 3.2 on May 1st 2013, with Version 3.3
containing more new features, scheduled for the end of July 2013.
Both RMEx Version 3.2 and 3.3 will be a major revisions for Quantrax. Our plans
call for its release at the end of the second quarter of 2013. This is a very
strategic update because it will be accompanied by significant directional
changes in the graphical interface. While we
know that our green-screen community has
been slow and sometimes resistant to adopt
the new GUI/Events interface, it has been
comfortably and productively adopted by
newer Quantrax clients. Yes, we have many
users who do not have collectors entering
any smart codes to work accounts. They
simply point and click, working thousands of
accounts more than those of you who solidly
stand by your middle-aged, dated but
familiar green screen versions of RMEx! The
change is a significant but necessary one,
and we have been compelled to shift more
effort and resources to the GUI and planning
for the emerging dominance of mobile computing. Versions 3.2 and 3.3 of RMEx
will be significant steps along Quantrax’s technology path.
On an older version of RMEx? Do not worry. We will provide an easy upgrade
option from earlier versions of RMEx to Version 3.2.
Before we talk about the specifics of the new versions, we must bring up a
sensitive but important topic, the area of dialer technology. In the past, we have
stated that our clients were free to pick any dialer for RMEx. This is different from
the policy of some collection software vendors who make it very difficult for their
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clients to pick and use any dialer. The reason Quantrax invested in its own
integrated dialer platform is because 10 years ago, we guessed that it would one
day be a requirement for the dialer to be an inseparable component of advanced
collection technology. An “inseparable component” is much more complex than
“integrated dialer”, a term that has been loosely and often incorrectly used by
many collection software providers. Our strategic investment in a dialer, took
place many, many years before cell phone scrubbing, cell phone rules and state
or city rules for contacting and leaving messages were even mentioned in the
industry circles! Did we guess correctly? Yes, we were right on the money with
that bet! Check out the “compliance features” published by our competitors on
their web sites. Compare them with our compliance features. The big difference?
Our competitors do not talk about systemic, zero-tolerance solutions for today’s
state, city and client rules! We have them. We believe that one key reason we
are better than them is because we made the strategic decision to invest in a
truly integrated dialer 10 years ago. This has made the job of responding rapidly
to new regulations so much simpler!
Investing in that integrated dialer was a significant risk and undertaking for
Quantrax. We were not a dialer company and realized that good dialer
technology would have fewer, but far more complex moving parts compared to a
collection system. As always, we opted to tackle and solve difficult problems as
opposed to working around them. As a result, the underlying code for I-Tel (dialer
and RMEx code) is very complex. There are far more complex parts than with a
separate, stand-alone dialer. This is one reason that we have encountered code
issues from time to time. For those of you who may have been pulling your hair
out when we had some difficult problems, it is our opinion that a small loss of hair
was well worth it. Those of you who have a different dialer or use hosted
solutions, may be faced with the very expensive proposition of solving some new
problems with those third party dialers. We already feel it. Some of our clients
with a different dialer are struggling to economically meet requirements that are
today a part of our standard dialer platform.
Let’s get outside the box for a minute. Today, you many not come under the
CPFB’s watchful eye because you do not meet their minimum requirements. Are
you safe? Think about the following (We are not making this up!). This is from the
CFPB’s “Examination Procedures for Debt Collection”.
•

Determine whether the debt collector communicates with any consumer at
an unusual time or place or at a time or place that is known or should be
known to be inconvenient. Absent information to the contrary, debt
collectors are to assume that calls between 9:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. in the
consumer’s local time are inconvenient (15 U.S.C. 1692c(a)(1)). Quantrax
note - We can not find any definition for how one is supposed to determine
the consumer’s local time, which first requires determining where the
consumer is located!
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•

Determine whether the debt collector communicates with any consumer at
work if the debt collector knows or has reason to know that the
consumer ’s employer prohibits the consumer from receiving
communications of that nature (15 U.S.C. 1692c(a)(3)).

•

Determine whether the debt collector contacts any third parties more than
once.

•

Determine whether the debt collector engages in any conduct the natural
consequence of which is to harass, oppress, or abuse any person.

•

Causing a person’s telephone to ring or engaging any person in telephone
conversations repeatedly or continuously with intent to annoy, abuse, or
harass (15 U.S.C. 1692d(5)).

•

Communicating with a person in any other harassing, oppressive or
abusive manner not identified above. Examiners should consult with
Headquarters to assess whether a particular communication is harassing,
oppressive, or abusive. (We at Quantrax particularly like this one! The
requirements are quite ambiguous and who decides what harassment is?
“Headquarters”!)

•

If predictive dialers are used, determine :
•
•

Whether the entity has any policies and procedures governing the use
of predictive dialers, and
How frequently such calls are made to the same number and result in
hang-ups or dead-air calls

We will probably agree that these guidelines are wide open to interpretation (E.g.
“.... at an unusual time or place or at a time or place that is known or should be
known to be inconvenient). In the absence of standards or official interpretations
by the collection industry, we feel that some of those attorneys you love, are
salivating right now! The industry can either wait for the approaching storm of
litigation or act proactively. For those of you who have I-Tel, we believe you have
justified an important decision. Those challenges you faced were well worth it!
For everything we have listed above as being a part of the CFPB’s requirements,
Quantrax has systemic solutions. For those of you who are using other dialers,
our decision to make some of the important new features only work with I-Tel is
not a sales ploy. We can not work with those other dialers. It is simply too difficult.
If you feel that you will need the features we have described, talk to your dialer
vendor about it today, or consider I-Tel. As you read through our plans, and see
features that only work with I-Tel, we hope that the information we have given
you will explain our position.
Moving on from dialers, the driving forces behind the features in RMEx 3.3 are :
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•
•
•

Constructive feedback from our users in the recent months and from our
last user conference
Our continuing vision to lead a changing collection industry in technology
advancement and deployment
Major requirements relating to compliance, a subject that seems to be
dominating the collections landscape

RMEx Version 3.2
The following changes have been made and will be available in RMEx 3.2. These
are high-level descriptions of the changes. Detailed documentation will be
produced at a later time.
New data files
This update will feature many new files and changes to existing files. As always,
these should will not affect you unless you have code that has been written by
your company that update some of these files.
There will be a new logical to the account master called SCACCTST.
In addition there will be changes to :
SCCOMAKE (multiple cosigners)
SCSYSOP2 (System operations system control file)
SC0011E (letters)
SC0039 (state rules)
SC0015 (Smart Codes)
There are many new files that will be created.
Cosigner changes
There are major changes to the area of multiple cosigners. There is separate,
detailed documentation on this area.
IMPORTANT!
We want to phase out the standard cosigner (single cosigner) logic, and have
programs to copy that information into the multiple cosigner screen. Unless you
have a very old modified, letter printing program, you should have no problems
with making this change - you must test letters with multiple cosigners, before
making any changes. Note that manual account entry has changed to now
default to multiple cosigners. If you want to use the standard cosigner logic,
please post the accounts (without cosigner information) and then add the
cosigner logic to the old F10 screen. To convert the standard cosigner
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information to the multiple cosigner logic, you will need to run a conversion
program. To do this, you need to key in the following from a command line :
SBMJOB CMD(CALL ZUPDCOMACL)
This will submit a job that will save the present
cosigner file to SCCOMAKBK and copy data into the
multiple cosigner screens. The information in the old
file will be deleted. If a record already exists in the
multiple cosigner file, the data will not be copied, but
will be printed on an edit report. Please review this
report! You will need to manually handle the items on
that list. When phone numbers are available, these
will also be added to the other phones screen IF
THERE IS A PHONE CODE SET UP FOR COSIGNER HOME PHONE and “Add
cosigners to other phones (Y)” is “Y”. Please set these options! The program also
does a cell scrub. For instance if a cell phone number was updated in F10 cosigner screen the program will automatically update that phone number and
place it in the cell number field in the multiple co-signers screen. Also it will
update the number in other phones window with the relevant phone code for cosigner cell.
Check that the job completes and the data has moved into the new screens!
To stop users from accessing the single cosigner fields, there is a new option on
system parameters (2nd page).
Access to single cosigner information (N=No)
Set this option to protect the old cosigner information.
Note - some of these changes were made on June 4th. You will need to
download the latest update to RMEx 3.2 to access these options.
Here is a summary of the changes.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manual account entry now defaults to the multiple cosigner option
Cell phone field was added to each cosigner
All cosigner phone numbers will be added to the other phones screen
New phone codes were created for cosigners and 3rd parties
Cell scrubbing for cosigner numbers
Indicator on cosigner screen that a number is inactive. This will help to
identify numbers that are good but should not be called. This could be
used when you close a cosigner, but want to retain the good numbers for
future reference.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to “close” the account (debtor on “account detail screen” but
continue to work one of more of the cosigners. This is accomplished by
setting up a special description code to indicate that open cosigners exist,
but that the debtor should not be worked.
Ability to stop mail on the debtor, but to continue to send mail to the
cosigners
Ability through smart codes to “close” the debtor but keep individual
cosigners open
Ability to disable cosigner phones and stop letters through smart codes
Ability to select and target cosigners or select accounts with (or without)
cosigners through queue consolidations
We will allow you to target cosigner scores through queue consolidations!
You can presently store individual cosigner scores, and in most cases
these scores will be higher than the scores for the original debtor.
In account audits, you can now target cosigner scores.

We already have features to send mail to individual cosigners. These changes
will allow you to do much more!
Identifying returned mail with a specific address
Unfortunately, in spite of advances in technology, it is possible that you will only
be notified of returned mail many weeks (or sometimes months) after mail has
been sent out! In such a case, you may already have obtained a new address
and marking that one as bad is not a good idea. We already have some features
that address this. We are adding new features that will store the “mailed to”
address for each letter that is generated. By using scan lines on letters when mail
is returned, we can easily link a piece of mail to an address! You will need to
incorporate barcode or scanning for returned mail and if you choose to use this
feature, there are many advantages.
These changes will require process changes from within your company, including
the way you generate letters (scan lines will need to be added) and process
returned mail. We will be providing the details after we have confirmed that our
design meets our objectives (the code is presently being used by a large client).
Support for handling “disaster areas”
In the past, natural disasters have forced our clients to temporarily stop letters
and phone calls into specific areas. There was no systemic support for this, and
this update changes that.
The following will be available.
•

Disaster areas can be defined based on area codes or states
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•

•
•

We considered 3 or 5-character zip codes but opted to use state code
because much of the effort is to avoid bad publicity and when there is a
serious disaster in one area, it can have an indirect impact on many other
areas within the same state.
Disaster areas can also be defined based on area codes - we only look at
the home phone and cell phone on the account detail screen
You can stop letters and/or phone calls, and stop smart code series
activity (BTCONS, BTACCT, BTCONSSC, COLDR2WK* were modified
and any custom modifications must be checked for this).

The new options have been added to menu that is displayed after the State
system control option is selected. Do not forget to remove the information once
the crisis has passed! Once you set up the options, communication with the
affected areas will be stopped. Contact series and smart code series will be held.
Letters, calls and smart code series will be resumed from where they were when
the rules are changed. Letters pending will be temporarily held, not removed.
This will not affect postdated checks and payment reminders. Once the rules are
removed, the activity will be resumed. If you had set up contact series based on
calendar days, you could run into problems! The standard options for contact
series and smart code series calculate the next sequence date and wait until that
date. When that date is reached, the required actions are taken and a new “next
sequence” date is computed. Using the new disaster options will simply “hold”
the process for a period of time and then resume it (unless the calendar days
options are used). In this case, you will have problems because multiple actions
could be performed without any delay or waiting.
Note that the existing feature “Not allowed to work, no calls to POE (N,P)” at the
state level was an option to warn users at the time an account was presented.
The new features have much more logic behind them and were specifically
designed to manage client requests or internal management decisions to limit
communication with specific areas, after a disaster.
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Compliance-related changes
Let us first comment on our choice of illustration for this section! It was meant to
be humorous. We are well aware of collection agencies being fined or shut down
for hinting to consumers about the dire consequences, including imprisonment, of
not paying their bills. Since we are not a collection agency, we wanted to enjoy
our freedom to scare our clients without any consequences!
Compliance is very likely to challenge and
dominate the debt collection industry in the
short term and the foreseeable future. We
have added the following features to RMEx
(and I-Tel). Some of the options are available
at the client level, while some are at the state
level.
•

The ability to mask phone numbers
(non-display and protect the
information) after the maximum allowed
calls have been placed. This will stop a
collector from accidentally using a desk
phone to place calls they should not me making. This option can be set up
at the company level (system parameters) or client level. On the account
screen, the “category” (Brk.Prom, Hot Acct etc.) will be replaced by ** NO
CALLS **.

•

The ability to mask phone numbers when an account should not be
worked based on time zone conditions, and the account not being eligible
to be worked. This option is at the client level.

•

When any numbers are masked, there will be an indication on the account
detail screen. The “category” (Brk.Prom, Hot Acct etc.) will be replaced by
* OUT of TZ * to indicate the special condition.

•

Allowed calling periods will be computed based on known rules for states.
There is no need to set up calling times within the states system control
file. If these rules have been set up, they can be cleared though a special
program. (These changes work with I-Tel)

•

We have implemented the “home before work rule”. This will address the
requirement that you must first call the home number (if it is available of
course) and then wait a specified number of days before trying any
possible work numbers. This feature is integrated with I-Tel. If a work
number should not be called, it can be masked. The option is set up at the
state OR client level. If both are set up, we use the most restrictive rule.
(“Most restrictive” refers to using the options that satisfy all of the
conditions. As an example, if the client rule says you have to call the home
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and wait 1 day, while the state rule says you have to wait 2 days, the state
rule would be the most restrictive rule because it satisfies both
requirements.) You set up the option, and the system will stop work
numbers (looks at phone codes in other phones screen too) from being
called when they are not ready to be attempted. ONLY the ORIGINAL
home phone number on the account detail screen is checked. If the
original number was bad or was removed/changed, we assume that the
condition has been met and work numbers can be attempted. Work
numbers will be masked (non-displayed and protected) until the condition
is cleared. If home before work condition is applicable, the account detail
screen will show in the category field, *HM before WK*.
This is a very complex area. There are many ways to interpret the
requirements, and in the absence of clear guidelines, we have made some
decisions. Here are the details.
-

We assume that the rule applies to the debtor and not to all the
linked accounts. Since we work the debtor and not individual
accounts, this is a reasonable assumption. If the rule applied to the
account, we would have to stop calling work each time a new
account with a home and work number was loaded.

-

This means we are only looking at the primary account and not
linked accounts when it comes to the phone numbers and call
history. With I-Tel and some RMEx options, call statistics will be
retained at the primary account level.

-

We presently define the home number as the home phone number
on the account detail screen. While a more conservative method
would be to look at every possible home number, this is a
programming challenge as well as a major workflow change. What
if the client gives you 5 potential home numbers? The goal will be to
call them as quickly as possible, so the work number can then be
tried. As some numbers are identified as being bad, you may have
processes in place to scrub the account for new phone numbers
through a third party service. You may also get potential numbers
from the numbers you already called (e.g someone saying “That is
my daughter and her number is ________”). The conservative
approach may be to try all of these numbers before trying the work.
This could change the interpretation of the rule to “Call every
potential home number, whether is was received at the time of
placement or later. If you do that and start calling the work number
and then receive a new potential home number, that number must
also be called before trying the work number again, unless a RPC
has been notated on one of the consumer’s phone numbers! Isn’t
this very complex?
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Instead of simply queueing the accounts for work, we now have to
force all of the home numbers into dialing campaigns, taking control
away from any other rules you may have set up! Interestingly, this
concept was the central theme behind the design of our
progressive and unique “Right party contact” console, which will
queue phone numbers as opposed to accounts. The home before
work rule was not considered in its initial design. but will be
incorporated to address a solution that calls for all home numbers
to be tried before any work numbers are attempted.
-

The primary must have a home and work number on the account
detail screen and the home number must have been received at the
time of placement. The work number could have been added after
placement.

-

Since we only look at the primary, we will only look for the home
before work rule on the primary account. New accounts that link to
the primary will not be considered even if they have new phone
numbers. Changing the primary could produce unpredictable
results if there is different information on the new primary. Once
again, a more conservative approach would be to look at phone
numbers on all the linked accounts! This option will also be
available within the RPC console.

-

If the original home phone number has been removed, we do not
check the home before work rule. New information can be obtained
from skip-tracing services and we are assuming that only the
original home phone number on the account detail screen needs to
be called.

-

The rule can be set up at the state or client level. If both are set up,
the number of days to wait before trying the work number is
selected based on the higher of the two values.

-

To qualify for the rule, there must be at least one linked account
that was placed within the most recent 2-month period. This will
handle the problem of old accounts creating issues after you turn
on the feature. We are going to assume that you will always attempt
the home number within 2 months of placement! Suppose you have
an old account that had a home and work number, but the home
was never called. The rule will not be checked because the account
is over 2 months old. Suppose a new account links to this account.
The rule will now be checked. This is an example of where the
guidelines are not clear but we will do what we feel will demonstrate
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that you have made an effort to meet the guidelines.
-

For work numbers, the account detail screen and all the phone
numbers with a phone code that is a work phone type are checked.
This is for the purpose of masking work numbers or removing them
from dialer campaigns when they should not be called based on
the home before work rule.
Remember that the masking is for collectors only, and is controlled
at the state or client level with the options :
Home before work (Y)
Days to wait for above

-

-

How do we know a call was made? We check the statistics (number
of calls) at the phone number level (F14 from other phones, Tab+
screen). We also check “footprint calls” from the call history (F9
from other phones). The last call date is available on both of these
files.
Since these options have to work with your dialer, they work in the
base system with I-Tel. They will not work with other dialers without
custom code.

We feel that this area will evolve as regulations are evaluated. Presently,
linking, multiple numbers and the age of individual accounts give us many
different ways to handle this challenging area. We have made some
decisions to make the task practical and problem feasible to address.
•

Phone number masking rules can be set up based the client. See the last
page of the client screen. The option to mask bad numbers was designed
to hide bad numbers so they could not be accidentally called. The options
“Y” and “C” for this refer to “all users” or ”collectors”.

•

There are masking and other phone options at the client level. What if you
want to set an option for the entire company? This means you have to set
the option for all clients. We have a method of setting these options (or
removing them) for all clients. The existing feature “Duplicate client report
options” on the management menu has been used. When you exit through
this option and the next options too, you will see a new option called
“Change options for all clients”. It has the following options.
Masking options......
Mask bad phones (Y,C)

Enter X to remove an option for all
clients

Mask if out of TZ (Y)
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Protect Perm. flag (Y)
Mask after max.calls (Y)
Home before work (Y)
Days to wait for above
•

We presently can set up maximum allowed calls based on states and
clients. We will expand this to handle special rules for individual cities!
Does this actually happen? Yes, check on New York City! Rules can be set
up based on 5 or 3-character zip codes, as well as area codes. Both are
required since a consumer with a California address could be living in New
York with a NY city cell number! The new options can be set up from the ITel menu, “Other phone number options”.
Note that there are two options for setting up state rules. There is a special
reason for this. Within the client and state options (or city options), you
can set up rules for the day and for two additional periods. (e.g. for 7 days
and 30 days). That flexibility is sufficient for clients and cities. But for
states, we are aware of rules that require more than 2 periods of logic. As
an example, there may be a rules for 7 and 30 days - you should not make
more than 10 calls in 7 days or 10 calls in 30 days, but with regard to
messages, you should not leave more than 7 messages in a 15-day
period. We now have to set up rules for 7, 15 and 30 days which is three
different periods. The second state file was set up to handle these
conditions. You could set up the phone rules in one file, and the
messaging rules in the second file.

•

•

•

Based on a recent law suit, we have added features to stop predictive or
preview calls to cell numbers. This works in conjunction with I-Tel. There
are options for cells with and without permission (set up on the other
phones screen). The options can be set up through the I-Tel system
control menu, Option 10 - System Controls. Predictive campaigns will be
checked and updated (cell phones removed) when campaigns are started.
In preview, the user will not be allowed to place the call if the option has
been selected.
Calls to cells (predictive and preview) can also be stopped at the state
level. These options are available on the second screen of the states
system control file. We check state within the address and not the phone
numbers.
What about states that say you can not make any calls using an autodialer
to any number (land or cell)? Indiana seems to have legislation that
requires these controls. Their concerns and objectives have been
summarized as “Indiana’s strict telephone privacy law protects consumers
from unwanted calls”. We have addressed this option too. There are two
additional state controls on the second screen of the states system control
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file. We check state within the address and not the phone numbers.
No predictive calls to any number (N,P)
No preview calls to any number (N,P)
The “N” means no calls to any number, while “P” indicates that you must
have permission to call (set up at the phone number level). These options
apply to all numbers, land and cell. As with other options, the system will
stop predictive or preview calls based on the rules you have defined.
Changes to account list for audit
The following have been added.
•
•

You can now specify a smart code override when you check for conditions
being met on a smart code. The override is entered to the right of the
smart code field.
For states, you can include (blank or I) or omit (O) specific states

New changes for messages to collectors and other users
The GUI in addition to some new requirements, has made us rethink our
messaging strategy. We will be generating warning and other messages to the
GUI screens by overlaying important messages on the existing screen, so it is
noticed and readable.
This will be used for :
•
•
•

Displaying dialer messages
Broadcasting important messages to all users (E.g. “There will be a staff
meeting for collectors at 11 A.M.” or “Due to the weather, the office will be
closing at 4 P.M. today, Tuesday the 22nd”)
Warning collectors that they may have spent too much time on an account
(you set up the rules)

We will provide more documentation for this, shortly.
Including non-reportable balances in commissions
Commission has been defined as the fees from payments. But what about nonreportable amounts like court costs or interest? This is income and often an
important part of a company’s revenue. We will give you the ability (option is on
System Parameters) to include non-reportable payments in commission. This will
be used in the new dashboards and the “Daily payment totals for a
period” (Payments menu, then 13, then 8). When the new option is selected,
commissions will automatically include non-reportable payments.
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Search by attorney file number
A recent update offered you a account search by court case number (from full
legal information). We have given you a similar search by attorney file number
(on the legal tracking information). For court case search, you would key in
search type 01 followed by CCxxxxxxxx in the search criteria (where xxxxxxxx
was the court case number) For a legal file search, use LF instead of CC.
Changes to phone number logic in nightly processing (Numbers from other
phones screen being copied to account details)
Presently, we copy phone numbers from other phones (Tab+) to the account
detail screen, if there are no numbers on the account detail screen. During this
process, we only look for phone codes H, W and C in the other phones screen.
For cell phones to be copied, the option "In nightly update primary with cell
phones from links (Y)" must be set up in System Parameters.
We have made a change that allows you to copy any phone code into the
account detail screen. This looks at ONLY phone numbers on the primary
account (best used when you use the feature to consolidate all the additional
phone numbers on the primary). On the other phones system control file (I-Tel
menu, then options 6 and 1) there is a new option "Copy to home, work, cell
during nightly processing (H,W,C)". Use H, W or C to indicate this is a home work
or cell that should be copied into the account detail screen when there is no
information there. Use this feature with caution. As an example, you do not want
third party numbers ending up in your account detail screens! The option will run
during nightly processing. It may add some time to nightly processing, but we do
not expect a noticeable change to processing times.
Users not having access to accounts
Presently, there are different reasons why a user should not be allowed to access
certain accounts. This could be because of rules set up where they can only
access (or not access) accounts for specific clients. You could have description
codes blocking access to accounts. We have options to stop access based on
states (individuals may need to be licensed in individual states). These features
were designed to stop users from accessing blocked accounts through inquiry.
What if the account was presented to them on an outbound predictive call, or an
inbound, blended call? To be completely compliant, we should enforce the rules
in this case too. Obviously, this calls for an internal process to handle such a
situation. You may have the consumer on the phone and you can not access
their account! The logical solution would be to transfer the call to someone who
can access the account. We have extended the logic to limit access to accounts
through account processing and related options like predictive or preview calls.
While we expected you to manage the queues so collectors did not see accounts
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they should not be working, this will handle any mistakes that cause accounts to
show up in campaigns or queues they should not be in!
On the system parameters, there is a new option, “Limit info. in account
processing when access not allowed (Y)”. If you set this option, the inquiry
“blocks” will apply to account processing and dialer access (I-Tel) too. But it
works in a different way. The user will be taken to the account. All the fields
except the description codes and smart code field will be protected. Function
keys are not allowed (other than F7) and Tab-Q can not be accessed. Client
information, patient information and notes will not be displayed. We feel that this
provides sufficient information and access for the user to talk to the consumer,
transfer the account to another person and to move on to the next account in the
queue!
Smart codes - updating POE information
We have added a new option to remove a POE or work phone through a smart
code. The option is on page 8 and is “Clear POE (P,W,B)”. P is for POE, W is for
work phone and B is for both. This happens when a smart code is processed - If
a user applies the smart code, it will not change information immediately!
Bankruptcy and deceased scrub with Interactive Data
We have created an interface for Interactive Data’s Bankruptcy and Deceased
scrub. You can select accounts to send to Interactive Data for a Bankruptcy scrub
and/or a Deceased scrub. You can also “Warehouse” accounts on their database.
Warehousing means that you send them the accounts once and they keep them.
If the debtor appears in their database anytime in the future, they will notify you
via the return file.
The scrub is set up and run from the Special Options Menu and from there you
have two options.
Option 1 is used for selecting the accounts and creating the file.
Option 2 is used for processing the return file from Interactive Data.
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Option 1 – Selecting the accounts and creating the file

x`
You need to have a Description Code on the accounts you want to select for the
scrub file. If you are using the warehousing service and want to remove
accounts :
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You can indicate a description code to remove accounts from the Warehouse
and/or you can specify specific Close Codes to remove accounts from the
warehouse. You will need to specify a date for the close code option.
You can apply a Smart Code to all the accounts selected for the file. As an
example, the smart code may remove a Description Code and add a new
Description Code to stop the accounts from being selected in the future, and
move the accounts to a new owner.
Option 2 – Processing the return file.

You and Interactive Data will agree on the codes that they are sending back
(Matching Codes) and what those codes mean for each type of result. Based on
each type of result, you can apply a Smart Code (and include the override) for
each of the results.
In a separate document you will find a handout from a presentation of RMEx 3.2.
It contains a summary of the features with sample screens.
Major compliance update
Most of you are familiar with a recent lawsuit that revolved around a company
placing over 1000 calls to a single phone number in a one-year period. Because
the number was a cell phone, everyone has been looking at how they call cell
phones. Some of you may have stopped making calls to cell phones using any
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mode of dialing. We feel that the core problem within was operational, and was
all about managing contact frequency. Clients and states (and some cities) are
specifying new limits for messages left and contact frequency (calls to a
consumer, a type of number or an individual number for one day or different
periods of time). We have features (I-Tel menu and then “Other phone number
options”) to limit calls and messages based on many rules.
We have now expanded this concept to allow you to set up default rules for a
company that will apply to all accounts. Obviously, client, state or city rules will
take precedence if they have been set up. If you do not use our “Max calls”
features, here is a reason to! In the client rules, you will leave the client code and
group code blank, to indicate the default rules for all clients! It is that simple. A
few simple steps and you have powerful contact frequency management. For
those of you who are not familiar with the “Max calls” features, here is a screen
from the state rules.

Changes to letter printing (Addressing NYC and Chicago ordinances)
A few years ago, New York City announced new debt collection rules. They were
described as changes to local law 15 and were implemented in April of 2010.
Among the changes required was a reference to settlements and payment
arrangements, where written confirmation was required for the following :
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•
•
•

The employee of the agency who concluded the schedule OR the
employee’s direct supervisor
The date on which the debt payment schedule or agreement was made
The specific amount and due date of each payment

At the time, some of our clients and their legal teams interpreted this as “being
able to print the first 7 installments for a payment arrangement”. We added
merge codes for this to happen in the case of non-linear and some forms of
standard arrangements.
Chicago has come up with similar requirements and some of our users feel that
when the final rules are announced, they will be similar to the NYC requirements.
But there is more! As more legal eyes analyze the requirements, the question
being asked is “What is meant by the specific amount and due date of each
payment”? How many installments are we talking about? Some attorneys seem
to be saying you need to print all the installments! We will allow you to do that.
The letter should be generated as soon as the arrangement is set up (during the
nightly processing for that day). Why do we say that? Suppose as an example,
you process a payment after the arrangement is set up. While the number of
installments set up will not change, the number of installments due could change.
If you set up 10 installments and printed the letter after one was already paid,
how many installments should you print on the letter? 10 could be correct and 9
could also be correct! We will print based on the set up, but if less money is due
compared to the time the agreement was set up, we will reduce from the FINAL
installments for standard P/A’s. For other types of arrangements (see below),
since we have the actual dates stored on the system and will NOT print the
installments that have been paid. Remember, this is a schedule, not a status of
the arrangement! That is why it is important that you print the letter before
applying any payments! This also means that you will NOT be able to reproduce
this letter in the future. We realize this may be a concern, but at this time, you
must work around that!
Here is what Quantrax has done.
There will be new merge codes P55 and P56 for
COLLECTOR WHO SET UP P/A (NAME) and
COLLECTOR WHO SET UP P/A (WORKING NAME), respectively.
There will be a merge code P54 for the date the P/A was set up.
There are no fields where this data is stored. It will be obtained by analyzing the
notes.
Merge codes P24, P25, P26, P31, P31, P32, P33, P44, P45, P46, P47 and P48
can be used to print the first 12 installments of an arrangement.
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Merge code P27, P28, P28, P34, P35, P36, P37, P49, P50, P51, P52 and P53
can be used to print the due dates for the first 12 installments.
To print more than 12 installments, we have created a new merge code P57. This
should be placed AFTER the normal text in the letter. Why? Because it will print
up to 105 installments and amounts, and any text after that information will be
shifted down the page and you may not want that to happen. The program will
print a heading “Amount and due date for each payment” followed by 3 amounts
and dates per line. The system will calculate the exact number of installments
and print only the applicable amounts and dates. The data may go into a new
page depending on the number of arrangements and the text on your letter. 105
installments can be printed on only 35 lines!
Why did we pick a maximum of 105 installments? Because that would cover 2 full
years of weekly arrangements! With our ability to control the allowed number of
installments for an arrangement, you can stop collectors from setting up
arrangements that exceed 104 installments! How do you do that? For those of
you who have forgotten, the second page of the P/A system controls allows you
to set up rules for different balance ranges (maximum number of installments,
minimum installment amount etc.). The screen also says that options are
specified for frequency "M". That means the numbers must be entered for
monthly arrangements. If you say you are allowed a maximum of 24 monthly
installments, this means you are allowed to set up a maximum of 24 installments
to be paid monthly, or 48 bi-monthly installments! In the same example the
number of weekly installments (Frequency “D” every 7 days) allowed in a “24month period” would be 104. Again, you set up the maximum in this example, as
24 installments. The system will handle the other frequencies!
We have given you the method of printing all the installments and amounts! We
say “printing”. To print these letters with a letter service, where you send them a
file of the merge codes, will be difficult. You can have up to 105 installments and
amounts. It is possible to do but will require file changes and a great deal of
coordination with your vendor! To avoid this for now, the changes will be made to
the letter printing program for the print option only. You will need to talk to us and
your letter vendor if you want the changes added to the letter files you generate.
How do you print in-house, for only Chicago or NYC? Simple - letter translation
by location code. Yes, you can set up cities as “locations” and do different things
for different cities! If you did not know that, it is another good reason to review
our new release documentation and attend some of our training programs!
The final question is.... What is a payment arrangement? For programming
purposes, we have defined it as any agreement that involves multiple payments,
and in collections (and to use RMEx terminology) this means standard P/A’s,
non-linear P/A’s, a series of direct checks and a credit card series! You use the
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same merge codes, and the system will populate them correctly, regardless of
the type of arrangement! This is an important change in our extensive suite of
compliance changes.
If you have a modified letter printing program, (Do a DSPPGM LETPRINT and if
the “Library” on the top right hand corner of the screen is SCMOD, you are
modified!) we will need to add the new changes to your code. We will be doing
that for all of our clients in the coming weeks, giving priority to those of you who
request this change by contacting the support team.
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Some of the things you should see in RMEx 3.3!
In addition to the changes described, we expect to
enhance the following areas as a part of RMEx 3.3.
•

There will be changes to the area of validation
notices to ensure that we meet compliance
requirements. We will make sure the validation
notice was sent, and that we have always
waited long enough before any demand letters
are requested. This is quite complicated when
we have to consider returned mail and need to
protect ourselves against having a validation
notice returned. In such a case, we must remember to send another letter
after the address has been corrected.

•

Legal information - We expected to enhance this area in terms of the data
tracked and processing of legal accounts.

•

Smart Codes - Presently, on each decision / action line, you can specify
some additional actions by using a + on the action line. We will be adding
more options to this feature based on feedback and our own ideas.

•

Changes to telephony and dialer activity - This will be related to our
integrated I-Tel dialer and will include several enhancements.

•

We will deploy our new “Right party console”. Simply stated, this will get
you to a right party contact faster than anyone has been able to in the
past. It will target potential, home, work and cell numbers in addition to
third party numbers, based on user-defined rules. Numbers will be
automatically attempted based on the last time the number was tried,
ensuring that each attempt is made at a different time in the day. Days of
the week and your specific hours of operation will be considered.
Unfortunately, this is designed for I-Tel.
The options would be by campaign, and we plan to add the home before
work logic to the existing design. (See the compliance changes for RMEx
3.2 above).
Here is a sample set up screen for the RPC console.
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•

We will provide systemic support to comply with state statute of limitation
rules, by allowing you to automatically close accounts when they should
no longer be worked.

•

The GUI will work with RMEx and I-Tel to trap right party information
based on the knowledge we have at the time a call is connected. The
collector very quickly knows if the number (or person) we connected to, is
the right party, a right number but a wrong party, a wrong party, or if any
conclusion is not possible. We will give you options to force a collector to
select one of the possible options to indicate the contact result or status.
This will automatically update the phone number and allow us to do clever
things with the right party information.

•

We will be investing in processes related to electronic payment and
account-loading interfaces. Many users feel that these processes can be
enhanced and we will do so based on feedback from our users.

•

For the GUI, we expect to deliver a brand new, improved payment set-up
interface. This will be a knock-out, user-friendly and efficient interface to
handle the customer interaction and set up of promises, checks and credit
card payments, whether they be one-time or recurring payments.

•

We will demonstrate our commitment to modern computing changes by
using the potential of mobile computing to provide practical applications
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for this new technology, within RMEx. Expect to see a new, responsive
mobile interface that can be used as a collector interface to RMEx!
•

Our BI platform I-Biz is being enhanced, made more user-friendly and will
include money saving standard reports.
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